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Abstract
In this note, we attempt to ﬁnd all shortest single product axioms for commutative Moufang loops of exponent 3. These investi-
gations were aided by the automated theorem-prover Prover9 and the model-generator Mace4.
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1. Introduction
A Steiner triple system, or STS, is a pair (X,B) where X is a set, the elements of which are called points, and B
is a set of 3-subsets of X, the elements of which are called blocks, such that every 2-subset of points is contained in
exactly one block. A Hall triple system, or HTS, is an STS such that any three non-collinear points lie in a subsystem
isomorphic to the afﬁne plane AG(2, 3) over GF(3) [3].
A quasigroup consists of a non-empty set Q equipped with a binary operation, which we simply denote by juxta-
position, such that for all a, b ∈ Q, there exist unique x, y ∈ Q such that ax=b and ya=b. Alternatively, a quasigroup
is an algebra (Q; ·, \, /) of type (2, 2, 2) such that x\(x · y) = y, (x · y)/y = x, x · (x\y) = y, and (x/y) · y = x. A
quasigroup Q is commutative if xy = yx for all x, y ∈ Q. A quasigroup Q is Moufang if (xy)(zx) = (x(yz))x for all
x, y, z ∈ Q. A loop is a quasigroup L possessing a neutral element e ∈ L such that ex = xe = x for all x ∈ L. A loop
L with neutral element e is of exponent 3 if (xx)x = x(xx) = e for all x ∈ L.
Quasigroups and loops are of interest not only in algebra but in combinatorics as well. In fact, given an HTS (X,B),
we can construct a commutative Moufang loop of exponent 3, or CML3, whose elements are the elements of X as
follows: ﬁx a point e ∈ X and deﬁne ex = xe = x for all x ∈ X, deﬁne xx to be the third point in the unique block
containing {e, x} for all x ∈ X, x = e, and deﬁne xy to be the third point in the unique block containing {xx, yy} for all
x, y ∈ X, x, y = e, x = y. This construction turns X into a CML3 with neutral element e and, conversely, each CML3
L with neutral element e gives rise to an HTS whose points are the elements of L and whose blocks are the 3-subsets
of L of the form {x, y, (xy)(xy)}, y = e, x, xx [4].
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The variety of CML3’s can be axiomatized in terms of product only by the three identities below.
xy = yx, (1)
(xx)(xy) = y, (2)
(xy)(zx) = (x(yz))x. (3)
Indeed, a model of (1)–(3) is clearly a commutative quasigroup. The results of [7] imply that a Moufang quasigroup
is, in fact, a Moufang loop. Then (1) and (2) imply that the loop has exponent 3.
Therefore, it is natural to ask if there is a single identity in product only that axiomatizes the variety of CML3’s. In
other words, does there exist a single identity in product only that is valid in all CML3’s and such that all models of
the identity are CML3’s? We will call such an identity a single product axiom for CML3’s. If such an identity exists,
then it is natural to ask what is the length (in terms of the number of variable occurrences) of a shortest such identity.
Short single product axioms for some other varieties of quasigroups and loops that are constructed from STS’s are
known. For example, short single product axioms are known for the varieties of squags and sloops [2]. Short single
product axioms are also known for the smallest non-trivial subvariety of the variety of CML3’s, the groups of exponent
3. In [10], the following identities were each shown to be single product axioms for groups of exponent 3.
y((y(y(x(zz))))z) = x, y((y((yx)z))(zz)) = x, y((((yy)(xz))z)z) = x.
Furthermore, in [5], it was shown that these three identities comprise all of the shortest single product axioms for groups
of exponent 3 (up to renaming, mirroring, and symmetry) with the possible exceptions of the identities below.
y(y((y(xz))(zz))) = x, (yy)((y((xz)z))z) = x.
The status of these two identities is unknown. It is known that a ﬁnite model of either one of them must be a group of
exponent 3 [5].
In this note, we attempt to ﬁnd all shortest single product axioms for CML3’s. These investigations were aided by
the automated theorem-prover Prover9 [9] and the model-generator Mace4 [8]. The scripting language Perl was also
used to further automate our search.
2. Single axioms
In this section, we describe our search for the shortest single product axioms for CML3’s.
Any such identity must have one side consisting of a single variable (otherwise the identity would be valid in any
zero semigroup), said variable must not be the left-most (right-most) variable on the other side (otherwise the identity
would be valid in any left-zero (right-zero) semigroup), said variable must occur a multiple of three plus one times on
the other side, and every other variable must occur a multiple of three times (otherwise the identity would not be valid
in Z3). Any such identity must also have at least three distinct variables since any identity with less than three distinct
variables that satisﬁes the conditions above is valid in a commutative, diassociative, non-Moufang loop of exponent 3
(such a loop of order 27 exists by the results of [1,5,6]).
We began by generating all such identities (up to renaming, mirroring, and symmetry) with three distinct variables
and eight variable occurrences. A single product axiom for CML3’s of this length would clearly be as short as possible.
This resulted in 3300 candidate identities.
Next, we sent the negation of each of these identities (stored in the Perl variable $negated_identity) to Mace4
and ran
assign(domain_size, 81). % model of size 81
formulas(theory). % formulas
x ∗ y = y ∗ x. % (1)
(x ∗ x) ∗ (x ∗ y) = y. % (2)
(x ∗ y) ∗ (z ∗ x) = (x ∗ (y ∗ z)) ∗ x. % (3)
$negated_identity. % negated candidate identity
end_of_list. % end of formulas
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to search for a CML3 of size 81 that does not satisfy the identity and then removed the identities for which a model
was found. This resulted in 1464 identities.
We then sent each of these 1464 identities (stored in $identity) to Prover9 and ran
formulas(sos). % set of support
x ∗ y = y ∗ x. % (1)
(x ∗ x) ∗ (x ∗ y) = y. % (2)
(x ∗ y) ∗ (z ∗ x) = (x ∗ (y ∗ z)) ∗ x. % (3)
end_of_list. % end of sos
formulas(goals). % goals
$identity. % candidate identity
end_of_list. % end of goals
to search for a proof that the identity is implied by (1)–(3) and is therefore valid in the variety of CML3’s. A proof was
found for each of these identities.
Next, we sent each of these identities to Mace4 and ran
assign(domain_size, 27). % model of size 27
formulas(theory). % formulas
x ∗ y = y ∗ x. % commutative
(x ∗ x) ∗ y = x ∗ (x ∗ y). % alternative
(x ∗ y) ∗ x = x ∗ (y ∗ x). % flexible
(x ∗ x) ∗ (x ∗ y) = y. % IP and exponent 3
0 ∗ x = x. % loop
$identity. % candidate identity
(1 ∗ a) ∗ (b ∗ 1) != (1 ∗ (a ∗ b)) ∗ 1. % negation of (3)
end_of_list. % end of formulas
to search for a non-Moufang, commutative, alternative, ﬂexible IP-loop of exponent 3 that satisﬁes the identity and
then removed the identities for which a model was found. This resulted in 461 identities.
We then sent each of these 461 identities (with ∗ renamed @) back to Mace4 and ran
assign(iterate_up_to, 200). % model of size at most n= 200
assign(max_seconds, 3600). % one hour time limit
set(integer_ring). % domain is 0,1,...,n-1
% ∗ is multiplication mod n
% + is addition mod n
formulas(theory). % formulas
a != 1 | b != 1. % a and b not both 1
x@ y = (a ∗ x) + (b ∗ y). % definition of @
$identity. % candidate identity
end_of_list. % end of formulas
to search for a model of the identity of the form ({0, 1, . . . , n− 1}; ·) with · given by x · y = ax + by (mod n) for some
ﬁxed a, b ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, a and b not both 1 (it is not difﬁcult to see that such a structure is never a loop). After
removing those identities for which a model was found we were left with 61 identities.
Next, we sent each of these 61 identities back to Mace4 and ran
assign(iterate_up_to, 200). % model of size at most 200
assign(max_seconds, 3600). % one hour time limit
formulas(theory). % formulas
x ∗ y != x ∗ z | y = z. % left cancellative
y ∗ x != z ∗ x | y = z. % right cancellative
(x ∗ y) ∗ (z ∗ u) = (x ∗ z) ∗ (y ∗ u). % medial
0 ∗ 0 = 0. % 0 idempotent
$identity. % candidate identity
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(a ∗ b) ∗ (c ∗ a) != (a ∗ (b ∗ c)) ∗ a. % negation of (3)
end_of_list. % end of formulas
to search for a cancellative medial groupoid with an idempotent element of size at most 200 that satisﬁes the identity but
that does not satisfy (3). After removing those identities for which a model was found we were left with 35 identities.
Finally, we sent each of these 35 identities to Prover9 and ran
assign(max_seconds, 3600). % one hour time limit
formulas(sos). % set of support
$identity. % candidate identity
end_of_list. % end of sos
formulas(goals). % goals
x ∗ y = y ∗ x. % (1)
(x ∗ x) ∗ (x ∗ y) = y. % (2)
(x ∗ y) ∗ (z ∗ x) = (x ∗ (y ∗ z)) ∗ x. % (3)
end_of_list. % end of goals
to search for a proof that the identity implies (1)–(3) and is therefore a single product axiom for CML3’s. A proof was
found for 23 identities.
3. Finite models
In this section, we show that a ﬁnite model of any of the 12 remaining candidate identities must be a CML3.
Consider the following identity (one of the 12 remaining candidate identities).
x(((yz)x)((xz)z)) = y. (4)
Let G be a ﬁnite model of (4). Given a term t in product only, deﬁne Lt , Rt : G −→ G by Lt(x) = tx and Rt(x) = xt .
Therefore, for all x, y, z ∈ G,
Lx ◦ R(xz)z ◦ Rx ◦ Rz = Id ,
where Id is the identity mapping on G. Thus, Rz is injective for all z ∈ G and Lx is surjective for all x ∈ G. Since G
is ﬁnite, Rz is surjective for all z ∈ G and Lx is injective for all x ∈ G.
These observations give rise to the following Prover9 input.
assign(max_seconds, 3600). % one hour time limit
formulas(sos). % set of support
x ∗ ((x ∗ (y ∗ ((z ∗ x) ∗ z))) ∗ z) = y. % candidate identity
R(z,u) = u ∗ z. % R_z definition
L(x,u) = x ∗ u. % L_x definition
R(z,f(z,v)) = v. % R_z surjective
L(x,u) != L(x,v) | u = v. % L_x injective
end_of_list. % end of sos
formulas(goals). % goals
x ∗ y = y ∗ x. % (1)
(x ∗ x) ∗ (x ∗ y) = y. % (2)
(x ∗ y) ∗ (z ∗ x) = (x ∗ (y ∗ z)) ∗ x. % (3)
end_of_list. % end of goals
Running Prover9 on the above input produces a proof that G must be a CML3. This procedure was automated and
carried out for each of the 12 remaining candidate identities and each one was proved to imply that a ﬁnite model of it
must be a CML3.
4. Conclusion
In this ﬁnal section, we state our results.
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Theorem 1. A shortest single product axiom for CML3’s has exactly eight variable occurrences and exactly three
distinct variables. The following 23 identities are each single product axioms for CML3’s.
x(((x(xy))(yz))y) = z, x((xy)(x((yz)y))) = z, x(((x(yx))(zy))y) = z
x((((xy)x)(zy))y) = z, (x(xy))(y(x(zy))) = z, x((x(y(yz)))(xy)) = z
x(x(y((yz)(yx)))) = z, x((x(yz))((xy)y)) = z, (x(xy))(((zy)x)y) = z
(((x(xy))(zy))y)x = z, (x((xy)z))(z(xz)) = y, (x((xy)z))((zx)z) = y
x((y(x((xy)z)))y) = z, (x(yx))((x(yz))y) = z, (xy)(x((y(xz))y)) = z
(x(y((x(yx))z)))y = z, x((y(xy))((yz)x)) = z, (xy)((x((yz)x))y) = z
(x((yx)((yz)x)))y = z, ((x(y((xz)z)))z)x = y, x(y((yx)(y(zx)))) = z
(x(y(y(xz))))(xy) = z, x(y((y(xz))(yx))) = z
A ﬁnite model of any one of the following 12 identities is a CML3.
x((x(y((zx)z)))z) = y, x((x(y(z(xz))))z) = y, x(((yz)x)((xz)z)) = y
x(y(x(z((xy)y)))) = z, x((x(yz))(z(xz))) = y, x((x(yz))((zx)z)) = y
x(y((x(yx))(zy))) = z, x((y((z(xy))x))y) = z, x((yx)((y(zy))x)) = z
x((y((xy)(zy)))x) = z, x((((yz)(xz))z)x) = y, x(y(y(x(z(xy))))) = z
All single product axioms for CML3’s are among the 35 identities above (up to renaming, mirroring, and symmetry).
Remark 1. It can be shown that the identities x((x(y((zx)z)))z) = y and x((x(yz))((zx)z)) = y are equivalent and
that x((x(y(z(xz))))z) = y and x((x(yz))(z(xz))) = y are also equivalent. Therefore, we are left with 10 undecided
cases.
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